Systemic Practice - Influencing Theories - Approaches and Practices - Techniques

As practical author
Working with complexity
Dialog as an approach to conversation
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Dialogical

Reducing risk

Co-constructing team contexts
Re-framing

Macro (Institutions)

Storytelling
Organisational cultures
Reflexive practice

Micro (Relations and conversations)
Social construction

Self as socially or relationally constructed

Bodily responsive processes
Emotionally responsive

Embodied practice

Of knowledge (culturally located and co-constructed)

Resilient
Enabling systemic insight

Knowledge is not simply a reflection of reality
but is created in relationship with reality

Ethical - aesthetic

Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM)

Relational

Social construction of emotion
Using intuition to understand complexity
Feedback loops

Recognising tacit knowledge in self and others

Approaches and Practices

Double loop learning

Second order cybernetics

Dwelling in uncertainty accepting emergence

Cybernetics

Meeting complexity with complexity

Co-creating futures

Ethics

Organisational jazz

General Systems Theory
Systems theories

Holons Janus
How we construct or view the
world affects how we act in it

Systemic thinking

Learning organisation theories

Appreciative inquiry and strength based approaches
IT Systems

Helps in understanding complex systems

Socio-technical
Practice tools

Socio-technical

Revealing the underlying assumptions
Fear
Overcoming defensive responses

Seeing the patterns that connect
Creating organisational learning
The whole is greater than the sum of the parts
Creating safety cultures

Child death

Approaches to supervision
Researching own practice

Organisations as complex adaptive systems
Shadow organisation

Coaching

Inspection

Theoretical

Systemic Practice

Complexity theory

Emergent futures
Appreciative inquiry
Modernism and post-modernism

The impact of cartesian dualism on
Western thought and science

Managerialism

Not knowing position

If we view ourselves as pieces (brain and
body) we view ourselves as something that
can be divided (rational and logical without
emotion). We can deny our humanity.

Sculpting
Reflecting teams

Tacit knowing

Circular questioning

Embodiment

Helps to reveal the systemic complexity

Systemic questioning

Analytical and intuitive thought

Future oriented questioning

Reflexivity
Reconstructing of scientific social constructions
such as researcher and research subject

Can also be viewed as approaches

Phronesis (practical knowledge and practical ethics

Techniques
Interviewing and reflecting teams
Coaching in dialogue

Systemic forms of inquiry
Action research
Appreciative inquiry
Reflexivity in research

Story making
Affirmative noticing

These are some ways of working that are used within systemic
practice. However, it is important I believe not to reduce systemic
practice to a set of techniques. It is much more profound as an
approach. Some of the techniques originate from within family
therapy and can be powerful and emotive.

Reframing
Using CMM to understand inherent logic and contexts

